People Analytics—
Making Decisions Based
on Facts and Figures
I

t is no longer a secret that people analytics can play a vital role
in your business as you deal with the challenges of managing
your workforce. People analytics is a data-driven approach to
managing people at work that helps business leaders make
objective decisions about their people based on data analysis versus
traditional decision-making methods dependent on personal relationships, experience, and gut instinct.

Cost per Hire: It is easy to calculate the cost of hire when you
look at hard costs such as job postings, background checks, testing,
applicant travel, and relocation, but are you calculating in all your
soft costs? Don’t forget to factor in your time, and the time taken
by others involved, developing recruitment plans, preparing for and
interviewing candidates, and making hiring decisions. Calculating
the value of time is an important piece of this metric.

Imagine making a business decision to change your PMS Software
without using financial reports and other data analytics to guide
your decision. Most companies would not make this type of decision without fully understanding their return on the investment.
Yet that is exactly what most companies do when making key decisions that affect employee recruitment, engagement, and retention.

Cost of Turnover: Understanding your turnover costs is a key
driver to retention. Just like cost per hire, there are soft costs to consider as well. Think about the time you spend in meetings to make
the decision, the time you spend consulting with third parties, the
time spent disabling system access, etc. Although these factors are
costly, they are just a drop in the bucket compared to the cost of
lost productivity, performance, and revenue-generating opportunities that result from turnover.

You can easily create people analytics with an Excel spreadsheet
to provide you with the same kind of predictive insight and data
analysis that you rely on when you make business decisions based
on your profit and loss statements and industry analytics. Applying
people analytics to make soft-skill decisions regarding people-related issues is both a competitive advantage and key strategy for
your business.
If you are using metrics now to gather data related to managing
people, you are one step ahead of the competition. If not, now is a
good time to start basing your “people” decisions on “fact and figures” versus traditional subjective decision-making methods. The
following are some examples of people analytics that you should
consider using:
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Cost of Meetings: Everyone agrees that meetings can be a waste
of time, but they are a waste of money too. According to a study
by Wharton Center for Applied Research, managers found that 56
percent of meeting time is unproductive. Calculating the cost of
meetings on your business can be an eye-opener.
Cost of Unproductive Conflict: Although healthy conflict is
good for business, the cost of unproductive conflict can be staggering. Relatively minor conflicts are the most damaging and lead
to workplace issues such as office politics, miscommunication, employee frustration, and disengagement. Do not pretend that con-

flict only affects the people directly involved—it devours anyone’s
time who will listen. A study from CPP stated that managers spend
20–40 percent of their time managing conflict. Employees involved
in conflict spend even more time.
Cost of Disengaged Employees: Research from McLean &
Company states that disengaged employees cost your business 34
percent more, which equates to $3,400 for every $10,000 in salary.
Did you realize that a disengaged employee earning $40,000 costs
your business an additional $13,600 a year? That is a lot of money to be spending on employees who are not connected to your
business.
Workforce Productivity: You can measure the revenue per fulltime equivalent (FTE) to learn how much time each FTE spent
on generating a given amount of revenue. Another measure is profit
per FTE, which provides an indication of how much time each
FTE spent on generating a given amount of profit. Looking at
these two metrics on a regular basis will give you a sense about the
productivity of your workforce.
To get started with people analytics, I recommend focusing on the
metrics that provide you with the most insight into recruitment
and retention opportunities. Understanding how much it costs
your business to hire a position, as well as what the cost is to your
business when you terminate a position, is key when making people-related decisions.
Today, one of the biggest and most problematic restraints to growth
faced by companies is the lack of appropriate talent. As more businesses expand their operations, the need for talent has skyrocketed
to a point where there is not enough skilled labor to fill the demand. The national unemployment rate is the lowest it has been in
more than a decade. As the labor market continues to tighten, you
can expect wages to rise because of the competition among employers to attract qualified job candidates from limited talent pools.
The situation and two scenarios below help to illustrate the relevance and value of using key people analytics to guide your decision-making regarding recruitment and retention. Please note that
the costs presented are actual costs provided by a business owner
in the vacation rental industry who manages approximately 220
properties.

Situation:
Jennifer is a guest services representative who has been with your
company for two years. She is a team player who performs well at
her job. Recently, she let you know that although she loves her job
and working for your company, she is pursuing other opportunities
because she needs to earn a higher wage. Jennifer shared that she is
looking for an increase of $2.00 per hour, increasing her hourly rate
from $13.00 per hour to $15.00 per hour. Jennifer is one of three
guest services representatives, each earning $13.00 per hour.

Scenario 1:
You consider Jennifer’s request and decide that although she is a
good employee, if you were to increase her salary, it wouldn’t be fair
to the other two guest services representatives who do a good job
as well. Your experience in these decisions, and your gut instinct,
guide you to make the decision not to offer Jennifer an additional
$2.00 per hour. You justify your decision based on paying Jennifer
an additional $4,160 a year (based on 2,080 hours worked per year).

You figure out that if you include the additional benefits the company provides to Jennifer, it would increase her annual salary expense to more than $5,000. You also feel that if you were to give an
increase to Jennifer, the other two employees would come knocking
on your door, ultimately increasing your salary expense by an additional $15,000. You know that there is absolutely no way you can
justify an additional $15,000 in salary expense to the business owner for the sake of retaining one employee. Sadly, you let Jennifer
know that you will not be able to provide her with an increase.

Scenario 2:
You recently attended a conference on people analytics led by Sue
Jones, an HR leader in the VR industry. When Jennifer approached
you about her situation, you reviewed your notes from Sue’s session
and decided to calculate what it would cost the company if Jennifer
left and you had to hire a replacement for her position. You looked
at “soft costs” such as your time and the time of others involved
in the process, along with “hard costs” such as the cost to post the
position and conduct background checks, tests, and assessments.
You factored in not only recruitment costs but also the cost of onboarding, orientation, and training. You were surprised to learn that
the number was $7,500. You didn’t stop there; you then calculated
the cost of turnover. You looked at separation costs, along with the
loss of knowledge, productivity, and revenue-generating opportunities, and were astounded to learn this would cost the company
$24,000. When you added the cost of Jennifer’s turnover with the
cost to replace her position, you were shocked to learn the cost to
the company would exceed $30,000. You considered it a no-brainer to have further conversations with the company’s owner about
ideas on how to retain Jennifer by providing her additional income.
As you can see from the examples above, using analytics helps to
take the guesswork out of subjective information and provides you
with insights for long-term decisions versus making decisions in
the moment based on gut reactions and estimations.

Gathering the data for these analytics is not difficult. You already
have many of the core components available through your financial
reports and payroll registers. Start harnessing the data you already
have to provide analytics to guide better decision-making when it
comes to your people-related decisions.
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